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1. Introduction to Clay* 
*The following information has been designed and provided by Christy Schweiger, Gallery 
Educator at the Moose Jaw Museum & Art Gallery. 

 
Students will learn about: 

• different types of clay 

• how clay changes from beginning to end 

• different techniques used when working with clay 

• building a clay vocabulary 
 

i. What is Clay? 
 
Clay is a special kind of earth which is made by the decomposition of rocks through the 
action of weathering.  

 

What does that mean?  

Well basically, over time, bits of earth are carried from one place to another by water and 
deposited in areas where the water slows down to a trickle. (Have you ever gone digging by 
the water's edge only to grab a handful of muck? Well that muck is clay.) As the bits of earth 
travel with the water, they pick up all sorts of stuff and by the time we pick up a box of clay 
from the pottery store, the muck has been collected and prepared for us to use. All of the 
tiny rocks and lumps have been removed and some additional materials, like sand are 
sometimes added to create the perfect workable clay.  

 
What Else? 
Clay can be found anywhere but it is only useful for pottery if it has good "plasticity." You 
can test this by seeing how stretchy a piece of clay is. If you can take a piece of clay, roll it 
into a coil and bend it into a ring without cracking and falling apart, chances are it will make 
good pots and sculptures.  

Natural clay that we find outside usually needs to be cleaned and refined before it can be 
used. Any tiny rocks and lumps are removed and some additional materials, like sand are 
sometimes added to create the perfect workable clay that we buy from the pottery supply 
house.  
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For information on clay in Saskatchewan, see page 22. 

 
ii. Working With Clay: 
 
Clay artists throughout the ages have invented many ways to shape things out of clay.  

• PINCH - Use your fingers to pinch and poke a single lump of clay into any shape.  

• SLAB - Roll the clay into flat sheets (like a pie crust) to cut apart and assemble.  

• COIL - Roll out long snakes of clay and twist them into coils and shapes. 
• THROW – Throwing is a term used to describe the process of spinning clay on a potter's 

wheel to form clay pots and vessels.  

• SCULPT - A combined technique using several handbuilding methods to create an 
object. Note: When sculpting, a project must be hollow. Air needs to escape and holes 
need to be poked to insure air can escape, otherwise the work may explode in the kiln. 

 
iii. Some Tools to Use When Working with Clay: 

• Your fingers  
• Rolling pins and canvas  
• Popsicle sticks and toothpicks  
• Cookie cutters  
• Plastic bags  
• A clay cutter (wire)  
• Sponges  
• Various carving tools, nuts and bolts, old toothbrushes and anything else you can get 

your hands on that will create texture in the clay  

 
2. Different types of clay* 

*The following information has been designed and provided by Christy Schweiger, Gallery 
Educator at the Moose Jaw Museum & Art Gallery. 

 
• Earthenware - This red clay is commonly used in making garden pots. It is found in 

Mediterranean countries as well as Mexico, and even in some areas of southern 
Saskatchewan. Fired at a low temperature, pots made from this clay break more easily. 

 

• Porcelain - This white clay originated in China and is used to make fine china. Potters 
that use this type of clay find it difficult to work with but have beautiful results in their 
work. The temperature for firing porcelain is higher than earthenware and this makes 
the work stronger and more durable. 
 

• Stoneware - This is the most common and versatile of all the clays. The temperature 
used to fire this clay can vary. The colours of this clay are diverse from gray, buff, to 
white. 
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3. How clay changes from beginning to end:* 
*The following information has been designed and provided by Christy Schweiger, Gallery 
Educator at the Moose Jaw Museum & Art Gallery. 
 
When one is working with clay it goes through many changes from creation, to air drying, 
to kiln drying, to glaze firing. 

 

• Stage 1: Air Drying - Allows the air to naturally dry the clay. 
 

a) Leather-hard: The stage when a project starts to dry but is still moist enough to be 
worked further (example: carving on the surface of clay or joining pieces of clay together). 
 
b) Greenware: This stage is during the final drying time when a project is completely air 
dried. It is lighter in colour and called “green.” The clay is at its most fragile state and should 
be handled with care and not worked on any further. 

 
• Stage 2: Kiln Drying (or firing) 

Is the next stage where a special oven called a kiln is used to force drying and allow final 
hardening of the clay. 

 
a) Bisque-firing: This is the first firing in a kiln that removes any remaining moisture from 
the clay. In air-dried clay there still is residue chemical water that can only be removed in 
this firing process. The clay will change colour, shrink in size, and harden in this stage. 

Generally speaking, the temperature for bisque-firing is 1730
◦
 F/1005

◦
 C or as clay artists 

refer to it, Cone 06.  
 

The purpose of bisque firing is to render the object more durable, while leaving it porous 
enough to absorb glaze. Clay is not considered ceramic at the point of being bisque-fired as 
the clay can still break fairly easily. After being bisque-fired, clay is hard like a biscuit and 
ready for glazing.  
 
A good experiment to show the class about air dried verses kiln dried clay: Prepare a sample 
of air dried clay and a purchased terracotta pot. Ask the students which one is air dried clay 
and which one is kiln dried clay. You can tell if a piece has been fired in a kiln because when 
you scratch it, it doesn’t leave a mark or when you immerse the clay in water it stays 
together. If the clay crumbles in water and easily breaks when you bend it then it isn’t fired. 

 

• Stage 3: Glaze-firing 
Glaze firing, which occurs at a higher temperature than bisque firing, fuses the glaze 
together in combination with the surface of the clay body. This optional firing is used when 
the work needs a shiny finish. What happens is a paint-like material called a glaze is painted 
on the surface and fired in the kiln. As the kiln heats up, the liquid glaze melts into a glass 
like surface and will fuse onto clay. Not all clay projects have to be glazed as it is actually 
easier for a class to paint their projects instead. But keep in mind, the project would be for 
decoration purpose only and not food safe. 
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This second firing process takes the clay beyond the bisque stage, melting the remaining 
particles in the clay to make it hard and what we know as ceramic. The clay body is 
strengthened by the second firing process, creating a maturity in the clay body. Different 

clays mature at different temperatures. Earthenware is mature at 1830
◦
 F, while porcelain 

typically matures at 2500
◦
 F. 

• Oxidation Firing 
Oxidation firing usually takes place in an electric kiln, where oxygen is present in the 
atmosphere. Oxidation is necessary for the development of certain colours (such as greens 
from copper) and is often associated with clean, carefully controlled, bright colours and 
surfaces. 
 

• Reduction Firing 
Reduction firing usually takes place in a fuel-burning kiln, where the kiln atmosphere is 
starved of oxygen. In reduction firing, unstable gases combine with oxygen in the metals of 
the clay body and glazes, reducing them to a lower oxide and altering their colour. 
Reduction firing is useful in developing certain colours (such as reds from copper) and 
effects, such as the characteristic speckles caused by iron pyrites in clay. 
 

• Pit Firing 
Pit firing is the most primitive method of firing, consisting of a hole in the ground, lined 
with combustible materials. The pottery is placed on top of that, then covered with some 
shards or broken pieces of pottery and more combustible materials, then lit. 
 

• Raku Firing 
Raku firing is a process developed by early Japanese potters, in which the object is placed in 
a hot kiln, fast fired until the glaze melts, and then removed from the kiln while still red hot. 
Often, Raku firing is combined with post-firing reduction, where the still hot object is 
placed into a covered container with combustibles such as leaves or sawdust. The Raku 
method is popular both for its speed, and for the wide range of colour and surface effects of 
which it is capable. 

 

• Wood Firing 
Despite being labour intensive and often unpredictable, wood firing has become 
increasingly popular among contemporary potters, as the effect of wood ash, flash 
markings, and the unique aerial environment of a wood-fired kiln produces surface effects 
that are otherwise unattainable.  
 

 
VOCABULARY / GLOSSARY 
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The vocabulary that you use may be new to the tour participants. Select the most important words 

from the list below. Introduce them to the group before the tour begins, especially with younger 

participants. Ask the students to research the meaning of these words: 

 

acute angles An acute angle is one which is less than 90°  

 
 

bisque This is the first firing. Clay is usually fired in a kiln twice. Once at a 
lower temperature (the bisque firing). After a piece is bisqued, it can 
be glazed, painted or left as is. If the clay is glazed, it then goes in 
the kiln for a second firing.  

 
clay Earth-made materials created from a breakdown of stones which 

can be combined with other materials to form different types of clay 
bodies. Clay can most commonly be found near water bodies such 
as rivers, streams, and lakes. An artist can make or buy different clay 
bodies that depend on their specific needs such as; if it is good for 
throwing, for sculpting, or even for strength (for example: everyday 
dishes or bricks need to be strong and require a higher temperature 
clay to get strength). 
 

ceramics Pottery or hollow clay sculpture fired at high temperatures in a kiln 
or oven to make them harder and stronger. Types include 
earthenware, porcelain, stoneware, and terra cotta. 
 

cone The temperature that a kiln is set to depends on what type of clay 
you are firing. Some clay is referred to as cone 4 while some clay is 
referred to as cone 6. These are simply temperature gauges. An 
cone - designed to melt at a certain temperature - is used to gauge 
the temperature. Earthenware is usually fired to cone 06 - 
approximately 1000 degrees C. or 1832 degrees F. Your oven is only 
about 500 degrees F.  

earthenware 
 
 
 
geometric 

This is the type of clay often used in schools. It comes in white or red 
and it is fired to a temperature of approximately 1000 degrees C. or 
1830 degrees F.  

Any shape or form having more mathematic than organic design. 
Geometric designs are typically made with straight lines or shapes 
from geometry, including circle, ovals, triangles, rectangles, 
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squares, and other quadrilaterals, along with such polygons as 
pentagons, hexagons, etc. Examples of geometric forms include 
spheres, cones, cylinders, tetrahedrons, pyramids, cube and other 
polyhedrons. 
 

glaze Like clay, glaze is made up of a mixture of ground minerals and 
oxides from the earth. There are literally 100's of recipes that artists 
use to create different textures, colours, and finishes. It is applied 
like paint and needs to be fired in a kiln to adhere and turn into a 
glass-like surface. Temperatures range from low 1841F/1005C, to 
medium 2174F/1190C, to high 2300F/1260C firing temperatures.   

greenware When clay has dried and is ready to be fired in a kiln, it is referred to 
as greenware. Usually clay should air dry for about a week 
depending on the thickness of the piece.  

 
handbuilding A process where ceramic works are built by hand and not on a 

pottery wheel. 

interrelationships To place in or come into mutual relationships. 

Kiln 
 
 
 
 

A special oven that is used to harden clay in a bisque-firing and used 
to mature or melt a glaze properly onto clay. Temperatures inside a 
kiln are measured in cones and will range from Cone 012 to Cone 14. 

leather-hard This is what we call clay that has dried for a few hours. It should feel 
slightly cool to the touch. Leather-hard clay is not dry enough for 
firing in a kiln ... If a piece of clay is put into the kiln while it is still 
wet, it could explode. When water gets hot ... it boils right? Well, 
your pottery piece will literally "blow up" if it contains water or 
moisture that boils when it gets hot in the kiln.  

 
monolithic Characterized by massiveness, total uniformity, rigidity, 

invulnerability, etc; consisting of one piece, solid or unbroken. 

motion The action or process of moving or of changing place or position; 
movement. 
 

movement The suggestion of motion in a work of art, either by represented 
gesture in figurative painting or sculpture or by the relationship of 
structural elements in a design or composition. 
 

http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/Pm.html#anchor1412158
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oblique angles An angle, such as an acute or obtuse angle, that is not a right angle 
or a multiple of a right angle. 

 
 
pinch pot 
 
 
 
planar 
 
 
polyhedron 

 
Pinching is a pottery technique, fundamental to manipulating clay. Making 
a pinch-pot is pressing the thumb into a ball of clay, and drawing the clay 
out into a pot by repeatedly squeezing the clay between the thumb and 
fingers. 
 

Of or pertaining to a geometric plane; flat or level. 
 
A three-dimensional figure bounded by polygons, which is a closed 
plane figure (shape) bounded by three or more straight-line 
segments (ie. triangle or square).  
 

pottery 
 
 
 
 
scoring 
 

Objects, and especially vessels — pots, which are made from fired 
clay, including earthenware, stoneware and porcelain. Pots are 
functional ceramic objects, and may take such forms as plates, 
bowls, cups, jars, vases, urns, pitchers, bottles, and boxes. 
 
To make scratches or creases in pieces of clay to be joined together. 
Scoring and applying slip to such roughened surfaces creates a bond 
that holds the pieces together. If slip acts as an adhesive and scoring 
makes two pieces of clay like the opposite sides of a zipper, their 
combined action — a zipped zipper with hardened adhesive inside — 
should be permanent.  
 

sculptural Pertaining to the art of carving, modeling, welding, or otherwise 
producing figurative or abstract works of art in three dimensions, as 
in relief, intaglio, or in the round. 
 

slab A flat, rolled out piece of clay. When soft, a slab can be used in a 
mould to take the shape of a mould or when it is leather-hard, it can 
be used to used to create handbuildt clay forms. 

 
slip 

 
When you add clay, water, and oxides (colorants) to get a cream-like 
consistency. You then brush the mixture on the surface of the 
project to add more colour. This should be used when constructing 
a project at a “green” state. 
 

soda-fired Soda firing is an atmospheric firing technique where “soda” is 
introduced into the kiln near top temperature (2350°, ∆10). The soda 
that we use is: sodium bi-carbonate, also known as baking soda, and 
sodium carbonate, which is also known as soda ash. The soda 
vaporizes and is carried on the flame throughout the kiln. The soda 
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vapours create a glaze when it lands on a piece (or a kiln post, or the 
wall of the kiln). Wherever the flame travels- so does the soda. 
 

trajectory In geometry, it is a curve or surface that cuts all the curves or 
surfaces of a given system at a constant angle. 
 

vessel A hollow container, such as a cup, bowl, or vase, for holding 
something. Its parts include its foot or base, its body, walls and 
opening, its rim or lip, and sometimes: shoulders, neck, lid, handle, 
etc. 
 

wedging This is what you do to get all of the air bubbles out of your clay. 
Basically you roll the clay around on a flat surface "pushing" and 
"pulling" the clay so all of the air comes out. Clay right out of the box 
is already wedged ... you don't have to worry about air bubbles with 
new clay. 
 

wheel-thrown Ceramic works that are made on a pottery wheel. 
 

wood-fired Wood-fired is a firing process where a kiln is fuelled with firewood, 
in contrast to the electric or gas-fuelled kilns commonly used by 
most contemporary potters. A continuous supply of fuel is needed 
for firing, as wood thrown into the hot kiln is consumed very rapidly. 
Stoking occurs round-the-clock until an appropriate temperature is 
reached. 
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Exhibition Essay 
 

Diggers 

Exhibition Essay by Jaye Kovach 

On January 6, 2004, a small army of heavy-duty machinery descended upon a drained 

Wascana Lake in the middle of Regina, Saskatchewan. Over the next 3 months they 

would remove over 1.3 million cubic metres of soil from the lakebed at a cost of 18 

million dollars. A brand-new island was constructed, and the park extensively re-

landscaped. Colloquially known as the Big Dig, the Wascana Lake Urban Revitalization 

Project became a source of inspiration for Regina-based artist Barbara Goretzky, who 

was impressed by the monumental scale of both the project and the machinery used to 

carry it out. 

At first glance, Goretzky’s work disarms; it’s cute, almost kitsch aesthetic drawing the 

viewer in. Foxes and other ground-dwelling creatures are lovingly rendered in clay, 

along with miniature versions of the excavation equipment Goretzky observed 

throughout the course of the Big Dig. Dump trucks carry loads of colourful leaves, yet 

the work has darker implications. Goretsky is making a connection between humans 

and animals that dig. Like our animal counterparts, we alter our surroundings to make 

them more hospitable. However, when we look at projects like Regina’s Big Dig, it 

becomes clear that the impact and scale of these alterations are incomparable. Because 

of these projects, Goretzky’s ground-dwelling creatures are often displaced from their 

natural habitats, forced to move or adapt to an increasingly urban environment. Nature 

becomes a small plant pushing its way through a crack in a sidewalk or a jack rabbit 

bolting across an asphalt parking lot. 

While we alter the landscape with an eye towards the hospitable, we also have an eye 

towards profit and claiming land as our own. We set ourselves apart, positioning 

ourselves as masters over our domain. Under this logic, nature is something to be 

controlled and exploited, an ever-present threat waiting to burst forth and reclaim the 

world. But this attitude is to our detriment and has led to the destruction of countless 

habitats and real human lives. We aren’t separate from nature, we are nature and as 

such, Goretzky’s work in “Diggers” asks us to consider the impacts of our actions as well 

as our desire to reshape the world. 
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The Tour 

 
1. Focus Attention 
 

Provide an opportunity for all members of the group to participate. Ask some 
questions which focus the group’s attention and introduce some key concepts in 
the exhibition. Invite participants to consider their own experiences. 
 

• How many of you have seen an art exhibition before? 

• What did you see? 

• What do you expect to see today? 

• Why do artists make ART? 

• What materials do they use? 

• How do art works communicate ideas? 

 

2. Introduce the Exhibition 
 
The viewing process often involves dialogue-either a silent one between the 
viewer and the work of art or a verbal one involving two or more viewers 
discussing an artwork. You are a catalyst. Your task is to stimulate dialogue and 
initiate discussion. You will not tell a group about each work. You will supply 
some information at appropriate points. 
 
What is the title of this exhibition and where did it come from?  
Today you will be looking at the exhibition Diggers by artist Barbara Goretzky. The 
exhibition is touring the province through the Organization of Saskatchewan Arts 
Councils’ (OSAC) Arts on the Move touring exhibition program.  
 
Why has this exhibition come to your (our) community? 
The exhibition is being toured by OSAC to communities like yours throughout 
Saskatchewan.  OSAC is a non-profit organization of groups of volunteers in over 
50 Saskatchewan towns and cities across the province. The vision of OSAC is that 
the arts will be integrated into the lives of Saskatchewan people through assisting 
the arts council members in developing, promoting and programming the 
performing and visual arts. 
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Before we talk about the images, I would like each of you to quietly walk through 
the exhibition and look at all the work.  We will take about 5 minutes to do this, 
and then meet back here to talk about what you saw. 

 
 
3. Questioning Strategy  

 

 

The purpose of questioning is to set up conditions for learning.  Questions can focus the 

group’s attention on specific concepts or ideas. Following are a wide range of questions.  

They are presented to offer you options and stimulate your thoughts. A good 

questioning strategy starts with good knowledge of the exhibition being presented.  

Read the accompanying exhibition essay located at the beginning of the tour.  

Questions should be: 

 

• Clear in their meaning  

• Easily understood 

• Simple 

• Specific  

• Definite and direct 

• Thought provoking and challenging 

 

Gather the group together and ask guiding questions that will allow them to describe 

their first impressions of the exhibition.  Begin by focusing on one artwork. Ask the 

following questions in order.  

What is the title of this exhibition and where did it come from? 

 

What is the first word that comes into your mind when you look at this work? 
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What interests you most about this artwork??   

 

What do you see in this picture?  What else do you see? How does it make you feel? 

 

How would you describe this artwork to a person who hasn’t seen it? 

 

What does this artwork remind you of? 

 

 
Interpretation 
 

At this stage, you will be asking questions that encourage the group to explain the 
meaning they discover in the works. Comparing works often makes the interpretation 
process flow more easily.  
Please ask the following questions: 

• Do the art works tell stories?  Which ones? What stories? 

• What was the artist’s purpose in creating these works? (See background 
information of artists and exhibition) 
 

• Do these artworks speak of the past, present or the future? 

• What do you notice first and where does your eye travel from there? 

• What other details do you see in this artwork? 

•  What techniques and devices (medium) did the artist use? 

•  What do you see up close, and what is noticeable far away? 

•  What visual elements are repeated? 

• Compare this artwork with another work in the exhibition. 

• What is different and what is the same? 

• What shapes or symbols have you seen before?  Where? 
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• How did the artist use colour? What effect did the artist achieve through 
her use of colour?  
 

• To what effect did the artist use line? Do the lines draw your eye along any 
particular path of movement? Do they emphasize any one part of the 
work? 
 

• Are the shapes you see geometric or organic? What effect did the artist 
achieve through her choice?  
 

• What role does contrast play in this work? 

Remember that there is no right or wrong answer to any question! 

 

 

Synthesis 
 

Now it is time to combine all of the information gathered during the stages of: 
First Impressions, Analysis, Interpretation and Context, so the viewer may 
arrive at a personal evaluation of the artwork. Ask the following: 
 

• What will you remember most about this artwork? 

• What is its significance to the community? 

 

Next, review the artist’s intent (refer to the exhibition essay). Compare the 
artist’s intent with the viewer’s personal interpretation and evaluation. 
Ask the following: 
 

• Did the artist achieve their purpose? 

• What one thing will you remember most about this exhibition?  
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Pre-Tour Activities 
 
The following activities may be used as pre-tour activities to introduce concepts 
presented in the exhibition.  They have been developed according to the 
Saskatchewan Arts Education Curriculum objectives for grades K - 12.  They are 
intended to inspire your group to respond through creative reflection and 
expression and to complement their viewing and learning experiences. 

 
The Elements of Art: Form 
Recommended for Grades 3-8 
 

This activity was originally produced by artist and educator Monique Martin for her 
exhibition 365 days of coffee.  
 
Objectives 
Students will be introduced to one of the basic elements of art—form—by 
analyzing the types of forms and materials used in the exhibition Diggers students 
will then experiment with line both two and three dimensionally, to have a greater 
understanding of form.  
 
Arts Education Curriculum Connections 

• Identifying the different lines, colors, textures, shapes and forms ion art 
works 

• Recognizing the difference between natural and built objects 

• Using a variety of art materials  

• Exploring different forms 

• Details in the appearance of plants, animals and objects 

• Why artists make decisions on methods (leaving string hanging) and 
materials  

• Classify different textures the artwork appears to be  

• Identify geometric and organic shapes and forms; symmetrical and 
asymmetrical shapes and forms 

• Patterns through techniques such as repetition  

• Contour lines to draw objects, people, and animals 
 

Resources  
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http://www.nga.gov/content/ngaweb/education/teachers/lessons-
activities/elements-of-art/form.html  
 
 
Materials  

• Smart board  

• And/or Internet access   

• Paper/Pencil 

• Wire 
 

Concepts 
This activity gives students the opportunity to be introduced to form, and to 
identify the difference between form and shape. As well, they are able to work 
both two and three dimensionally.  

 
Preparation  
Forms are shapes in three dimensions. In art, Sculpture is the most obvious place 
we see form. Examples of two dimension shapes which are also forms are:  

Circle      Sphere 
Square  Cube 
Rectangle  Rectangular Prism 
Triangle  Pyramid  

These are examples of geometric forms that are found in human made things; 
Such as buildings, machines, and architecture. The term biomorphic means life-
form. Biomorphic shapes/forms are often rounded and irregular. These forms may 
look like leaves, flowers, clouds, and plant life.  
 
Procedure  
Start with a class discussion explaining the difference between shapes and forms. 
Using a smart board or slideshow, view the photographs of the sculptures from A 
Sense of Place. Ask provoking questions as listed below:  
 

• What colors do you see? Identify primary colors  

• What do the forms on this sculpture remind you of? 

•  Are the forms geometric or biomorphic? Or both? 

• Do some of the forms look like things in nature? 

• What do you think the sculpture is made of?  Cotton, Silk, Beads, Twigs, 
thread, or something else? 

• Do you think it’s made out of a single piece or multiple ones? If multiple, 
how would you attach them together?  

http://www.nga.gov/content/ngaweb/education/teachers/lessons-activities/elements-of-art/form.html
http://www.nga.gov/content/ngaweb/education/teachers/lessons-activities/elements-of-art/form.html
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• If the work of art is abstract, what does the sculpture remind you of? 
Something man-made or in nature? 

 
Students can begin to experience with line in a two and three 
dimensional way. Have the students choose/bring an object that they 
can place on their desk. E.g. figurine of an animal, a flower, objects in 
the classroom, etc. Students will have their object, a piece of paper, 
pencil, and wire.  
 
Using the pencil, have students draw only the outline of their object. 
This means students will draw slowly, without lifting their pencil. The 
line will end where it began. Have the students draw only the outline of 
their shape. (See image to the right) 
                    
Now, taking the piece of wire, and using the drawing as a guide, bend 
the wire to follow the lines created on the page. They have created a 
three dimensional drawing. (See image to the right)   
 
These 3d drawings can be displayed by placing the base in clay or 
hanging them from the ceiling with string      
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Pre-Tour Research: History of Ceramics in 
Saskatchewan 
 
Recommended for grades 6 – 12 
 
Objectives: 

• To provide a historical context for the work in the exhibition Diggers. 

• Students will explore and understand how the artistic discipline of ceramics 
evolved in Saskatchewan. 

 
Materials: computer, internet or Smartboard access 
 
Procedure: 
1. "What is clay?"1 
The term “clay” refers to a varied group of soft, fine grained earthy materials which 
become plastic when moist. Clay minerals derive from ancient rocks which have been 
weathered and altered over time. Clay deposits usually contain other minerals such as 
quartz, calcite and mica which affect their chemical and physical properties.  
 
In Saskatchewan, clays include such types as bentonite, brick and ceramic clays and 
kaolinite. Bentonites are soft waxy clays whose colours range from white through 
cream, reddish brown and blue, turning yellow upon exposure to air. They were formed 
through the weathering of volcanic ash or tuff which drifted some 70 millions years ago 
into a huge inland sea covering an area 1600 km wide from the present Arctic Ocean to 
Mexico.  
 
Kaolinite mineral, commonly referred to as kaolin or china clay, is made up of individual 
crystals stacked in “booklets” of sheets. An opaque white colour, when fairly pure, 
kaolin varies widely in composition and properties. 
 
Glacial lake clays are crumbly semi-aggregates of a large particle size. Common clays, or 
brick clays, are a mixture of clays and a wide variety of minerals. 

                                                           
1 Janet Mackenzie, “Saskatchewan’s Clay Resources”, accessed 29 March 2010, 

<http://www.wdm.ca/skteacherguide/WDMResearch/Saskatchewan's%20Clay%20Resources%20by%20Janet%20MacKe
nzie.pdf> 
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2. Where does it come from?2 
In Saskatchewan, glacial lake clays are widely scattered around 
the province. Extensive beds are found in the Regina and 
Saskatoon areas and between Unity and the Great Sand Hills 
close to the Alberta border. Sodium bentonites are found in 
large deposits in the Wilcox and Truax area, east of the Dirt 
Hills, and in the St. Victor area and Twelve Mile Lake near 
Pickthall. Calcium bentonites have been found in the 
Ravenscrag and in southern Saskatchewan near Pelly, 
Moosomin, Rockglen and Eastend. Kaolin and ceramic clays are 
found near in the Eastend, Wood Mountain, Readlyn, Willow 
Bunch and Rockglen areas and near Claybank in the Cactus and 
Dirt Hills. The clay beds can be seen as striking white eroded 
outcrops. 
 
Check out the website for the Claybank Brick Plant National 
Historic Site for more information on a clay deposit site in Saskatchewan at 
https://claybankbrick.ca/   
 
3. How do we use clay or how did/do other cultures use clay in their everyday lives?  
Initiate a discussion about the cultural and historic uses of clay. Refer to the following 
information about the historic use of clay in Saskatchewan. 
 

The history of ceramics in Saskatchewan goes back over 2000 
years to the Cree peoples, where they used ceramics to carry 
and heat food and water (see the images above, left and on 
page 25). 
 
This pot (left), which is approximately 500 years old, is the 
finest example of First Nations pottery found in the province. 
It was discovered by scuba divers swimming in Anglin Lake 
near Prince Albert National Park. It is one of only three intact 
vessels found in Saskatchewan. It is an example of a style of 
pottery that was made throughout the boreal forest from 
northwestern Ontario to central Saskatchewan sometime 
between AD 1400 and 1500. The people who made it were 
most probably ancestors of the Cree. The pot was used for 
cooking, as can be seen from the carbonized remains on the 

inside.3 

                                                           
2 Janet Mackenzie, “Saskatchewan’s Clay Resources”, accessed 29 March 2010, 

<http://www.wdm.ca/skteacherguide/WDMResearch/Saskatchewan's%20Clay%20Resources%20by%20Janet%20MacKe
nzie.pdf> 
3 Royal Saskatchewan Museum, Aboriginal History Unit: Neat Stuff – Archaeology, Accessed 1 March 

2010,<http://www.royalsaskmuseum.ca/research/collections/aboriginal_history/neat_stuff_archaeology.shtml> 

 
Reconstructed pottery vessel from  
Cutbank, 27 cm tall. 
Tim Jones Courtesy of Oliver Johnson 
From the Encyclopedia of Saskatchewan 
“Prehistory, Southern Saskatchewan”  

 

 
Image from the Royal  
Saskatchewan Museum  
Website4 
 

https://claybankbrick.ca/
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This pot (right), which is approximately 1600 years old, 
is one of the oldest made in the province. It was found 
at a site near the present town of Avonlea where people 
had stayed while they had harvested bison in a nearby 
pound. Pottery of this style is found throughout 
southern Saskatchewan and northern Montana.  
The pot is coconut shaped and the surface was paddled 
with a grooved paddle, leaving oblique grooves on the 
outside. It is quite large – about 34 cm in diameter and 
about 60 cm high. Very thick carbonized remains on the 
interior indicate that it was also used to cook several 
meals.4 
Clays have also been used for structural products since 
long before Saskatchewan was a province. Settlers 
mixed raw clay with straw to make bricks and stucco. Small brick making factories 
scattered around the province supplied local building markets. Early industries such as 
those at Claybank, Estevan and Bruno manufactured bricks, stoneware and earthenware 
pottery and fire brick products.5 
 
4. Show examples of ceramic vessels and containers from different cultures.  
5. Describe the different images of containers and the cultures that built them.  
6. How have contemporary approaches evolved in Saskatchewan and Canada? 
 
 As a group, explore the virtual exhibition of Regina Clay: Worlds in the Making on the 
website of Virtual Museums of Canada. This exhibition, which was curated by Timothy 
Long for the Mackenzie Art gallery in Regina in 2005, features the artists that 
contributed to the development of ceramics in Saskatchewan, and in particular in 
Regina. These artists include: Jack Sures, Joe Fafard, David Gilhooly, Marilyn Levine, Beth 
Hone, Victor Cicansky, David Thauberger, Lorne Beug, Ricardo Gomez, Ann James, 
Margaret Keelan, Lorraine Malach, Maija Peeples-Bright, and Russell Yuristy. 
The Regina Clay artists are notable for being among the first in Canada to win respect 
for ceramics as a sculptural medium. Below are links to the exhibition, with information 
on the history of ceramics in Regina and its influence that stemmed out of California. 
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/sgc-cms/expositions-exhibitions/regina/ 
 
 
 
Check out some of Saskatchewan’s leading ceramic artists at these websites: 

                                                           
4 Royal Saskatchewan Museum, Aboriginal History Unit: Neat Stuff – Archaeology, Accessed 1 March 
2010,<http://www.royalsaskmuseum.ca/research/collections/aboriginal_history/neat_stuff_archaeology.shtml> 
5 Janet Mackenzie, “Saskatchewan’s Clay Resources”, accessed 1 March 2010, 
<http://www.wdm.ca/skteacherguide/WDMResearch/Saskatchewan's%20Clay%20Resources%20by%20Janet%20MacKe
nzie.pdf> 
 

 
Image from the Royal Saskatchewan  
Museum website5. 

http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/ReginaClay/english/sures_artist_page.html
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/ReginaClay/english/fafard_artist_page.html
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/ReginaClay/english/gilhooly_artist_page.html
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/ReginaClay/english/levine_artist_page.html
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/ReginaClay/english/hone_artist_page.html
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/ReginaClay/english/hone_artist_page.html
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/ReginaClay/english/cicansky_artist_page.html
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/ReginaClay/english/thauberger_artist_page.html
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/ReginaClay/english/beug_artist_page.html
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/ReginaClay/english/gomez_artist_page.html
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/ReginaClay/english/james_artist_page.html
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/ReginaClay/english/keelan_artist_page.html
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/ReginaClay/english/malach_artist_page.html
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/ReginaClay/english/peeples_artist_page.html
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/ReginaClay/english/yuristy_artist_page.html
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/sgc-cms/expositions-exhibitions/regina/
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• Saskatchewan Craft Council  

• Sask Terra  

 
Composition:  How Rules Are Made/Made To Be 
Broken 

Recommended Level: K -12 

 

 
 
Materials: 

• Magazines 

• Scissors 

• Glue 

• Paper 

https://saskcraftcouncil.org/
http://saskterra.com/
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This activity has two different but similar components.  Each component involves the 
students cutting out images, however, one practice will follow a certain method, and 
the other will involve a similar but different form of editing/cutting. 
At first it will be best to explain to students the rules of composition.  In this lesson, also 
take the time to go through the vocabulary given, this in turn will allow the students to 
think of key concepts as they begin to create their own compositions.  Start by reading 
with the students this formula: 
 
https://garceauphotography.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/5/0/13501655/10_rules_of_pho
to_composition__and_why_they_work____digital_camera_world__1_.pdf  
 
It may also be best if you look at these rules before discussing them in class.  As you 
read, ask the students how they feel about these rules.  It is interesting to note, the final 
piece of advice, which is to ignore the rules.  See what the students think about this 
idea.  It is here where we will go into how they will compose photos by either collage or 
“analog” Photoshop (i.e. by their own hands and not with the use of a computer). 
 
One part of the project is to create a collage as seen in the example above.  The second, 
is, creating a photograph using “analog Photoshop”.  With this method, the students will 
make a Photoshop looking image by simply cutting images manually.  Example: 
 
 
 
Steps: 

• Have the students find a landscape photograph in a magazine 

• Then have them find another object  

• Cut out the single image and glue it to a hard card stock 

• Next apply the object anywhere in the image of the landscape 
 
Observe how the image does or does not fit in the frame.  Does it change the image 
drastically?  Or add a certain/new dynamic which makes the picture now more 
engaging? 
 

 
 
 

https://garceauphotography.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/5/0/13501655/10_rules_of_photo_composition__and_why_they_work____digital_camera_world__1_.pdf
https://garceauphotography.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/5/0/13501655/10_rules_of_photo_composition__and_why_they_work____digital_camera_world__1_.pdf
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Tour Activities 
 
Cut Out Poem: How to Imagine and Re-Imagine 
Recommended For Grades: 3-12 

 
 

 
 
In this project have students create poems describing an artwork in the exhibition that 
they are drawn to.  Now, have them write in pen or pencil, rather largely, and with 
enough space in between each line, a poem that describes what they see.  Have the 
students then tear each line, using a ruler.  If the lines are re-formed, what happens?  
Ask the students.  What can be gained from such an exercise? 
 
If more than two students are working on the same artwork, can they trade lines and 
combine each other’s words to create a wholly new poem?  Are their descriptions or 
poems much different from their schoolmates? 
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This game will also allow the students to understand how different perspectives may 
shape how an artwork is perceived and understood. 
 
For this project you will need: 
 

• Pencil or Pen 

• Ruler (to tear the paper) 

• Hard board to write on (optional) 
 
 
*Note:  To tear the paper evenly, simply lay the ruler in between the lines creating a 
straight edge, the paper should easily tear while pressure is being applied to the ruler. 
 
*Remember that these poems can be simple or challenging.  Both are valid and 
encouraged. 

 
 

The Red Wheelbarrow 
by William Carlos Williams 

 
so much depends  

upon 
 

a red wheel 
barrow 

 
glazed with rain  

water 
 

beside the white  
chicken 
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Description Game 
Recommended for Grades K-6 
 
 

Objective 
To increase students’ awareness of the elements of visual art through description and 
have them visually study works of art. 
 
Curriculum Connections 

• Identify different colors, lines, textures, shapes. Forms and patters in in 
surrounding and art works  

• Observe and identify details of the physical appearance of plants, animals, and 
objects and create visual representations.  

• Note how patterns can be created by repetitions of colours, lines, and shapes.  

• Identify and explore many different colors in own surroundings and in art works, 
and identify red, yellow, and blue as primary colours 

• Identify and explore many different textures, shapes and forms in own 
surroundings and in art works.  

• Classify a large variety of lines 

• Describe and represent the position of objects relative to other objects (space 
and size) 

• Observe visual details, and include details to enhance depictions of animals, 
people and objects.  

• Identify geometric and organic shapes and forms; symmetrical and asymmetrical 
shapes and forms 
 

Concepts  
This activity gives students the opportunity to investigate and view art in two different 
ways.  
 

1. Students who are describing the artwork must find ways of investigating and 
describing the elements of visual art to their blindfolded classmates.  This 
encourages students to engage in conversations about art using terminology 
applicable to their grade. Encourage younger students to focus on lines, colours, 
patterns and textures. While older grades can describe objects in relativity, visual 
details, shapes and forms.  

 
2. Students who are listening to the description of the artwork are limited in their 

senses therefor must use their audio skills to understand art. This forces the 
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students to trust the student describing the artwork, and to use their imagination 
to understand the painting.  
 

As well, this activity is a great way of group interaction amongst peers to trust and listen 
to each other.  
 
Procedure 
Sit students in the gallery and have all but one close their eyes.  The student whose eyes 
are open is asked to choose and describe a work of art there in the gallery.  As this 
describer proceeds, the other children are asked to reconstruct in their mind’s eye their 
own version of the observer’s vision.  When the description is finished, everyone opens 
his or her eyes and guesses which artwork has been described. 
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Y- Chart 
Recommended for Grades 3-12  

 
Objectives 
To have students interpret artwork as a group using a Y-chart to determine what a 
specific piece of artwork looks like, sounds like, and feels like.  
 
Curriculum Connections 

• Explore inquiry questions visually 

• Observe visual details 

• Demonstrate critical and creative thinking when responding to visual art 

• Interpret and understand that figures, objects, etc., can imply a multiplicity of 
meanings 
 

Materials 

• Pencil 

• Paper 

• Y-chart (provided on next page for print on page 20)  
 

Procedure 
During the tour, split students into groups of 3-4 and give each group a Y-chart and a 
pencil. Each group will collectively decide on one piece in the exhibition. They are to 
interpret the piece using their senses. After groups have filled out their Y-chart the 
students will gather together. One speaker from each group will share with the class the 
piece their group chose, and their interpretations. 
 
This activity can also be conducted as a group activity, with the instructor leading the 
discussion. Ask the following questions, and fill out the Y-chart: 
 
What does the artwork look like? 
These are immediate visuals that you see when looking at the piece of art. 

• E.g. red, blue, circles, bold lines, birds, brushstrokes, etc.  
 

What does the artwork sound like? 
Students ask themselves, “if this piece came alive what would I hear?” 

• E.g. loud, silence, banging, machinery, river flowing, etc.  
 

What does the artwork feel like? 
Students will write down what emotions they feel while viewing the artwork.  
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• E.g.  calm, angry, confused, etc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=SwTkbPqflynD3M&tbnid=xwheaa-6wFr3gM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.peelweb.org%2Fadmin%2Fdata%2Farticles_online%2Fi10p025a5.htm&ei=C6iXUvvJLITboASJuoHICg&bvm=bv.57155469,d.cGU&psig=AFQjCNEzFGnkFRAOyvy84IAkOdVAl6y4uw&ust=1385757059303383


Post-Tour Activities 
 
 

The following activities may be used as post-tour activities to review and reflect on 
concepts presented in the exhibition.  They have been developed according to the 
Saskatchewan Arts Education Curriculum objectives for grades K - 12.  They are 
intended to inspire your group to respond through creative expression and to 
complement their viewing and learning experiences. 
 

Warm-up Exercises – Responding to the Clay Medium 

 
*Exercises designed by artist Jody Greenman-Barber. 
 
Recommended for grades K - 12 
 
Objective: 

• Students will be encouraged to think and work creatively with clay through 
exercises that respond to the clay medium.  

• Students will engage in hands-on exercises that will stimulate creativity and 
will allow them to get a feel for the expressive possibilities of the clay 
medium. 

Concept:    
Jody Greenman-Barber explains, “I will sometimes work in my studio with simple 
warm up exercises to get my body and mind relating to the clay.  I also like to, at 
times, exercise ideas through brainstorming exercises to help me break free from 
my regular working habits.  Often through various exercises, I will stumble onto a 
new technique or thought that I will work on over a long period of time.  Here are 
some examples of exercises that might be fun to do in a class setting. 
 
Exercises: 
 

1) Constructing shapes/forms to music blindfolded:   
Pass out balls of clay and blindfolds to the students. Begin playing music and ask 
the students to listen intently to the rhythm and beat.  Have them respond to the 
music through constructing shapes in clay.  Have them try this approach with other 
pieces of music (perhaps three to five), creating a different clay form for each piece 
of music.  Get a feel for the clay without looking at it, but rather responding to the 
“touch” of the medium. 
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2) Quick Studies in Clay: 
Using a stop watch to limit the time frame for working with the clay, students can 
develop numerous shapes and forms by working quickly and intuitively.  Students 
can create multiples and see the progression of the clay forms as they develop.  
This would be a great exercise to do before tackling a larger project---as a way of 
“loosening up”.  This exercise will take at least 45 minutes.  Start by allowing the 
students to make a form in 5 minutes.  Then, give them the same amount of time 
to do another, only this time, encourage the students to make a completely 
opposite shape or the second form should respond to the first. Continue this 
exercise but slowly decrease the time.  If each student makes 10-15 shapes each, 
that should work as a decent “warm up”.  At the end of this exercise, have the 
students walk around and discuss the shapes and forms together as a group.  This 
can make for some great discussion and lend itself to the vocabulary in thinking 
about form and presence.  You can discuss the tone, mood, feeling you get when 
“looking” at shapes.  You can discuss volume, space, line, relationships between 
forms, etc. 
 

3) Transitioning Forms: 
Have the students look at two dimensional pictures (magazines, picture books, 
etc.) and pull out some images of interesting shapes and forms.  Have them try to 
make these forms out of clay using any technique (coil, pinch, slab construction).   
Students can then make this shape four more times but have them “transition” the 
form slightly so that it transforms or alters from one form to the next, becoming a 
metamorphosis of clay forms.  
 

4) Metamorphosis: 
Using two different objects (could be tools, toys), have students capture the 
process of making one form transition into the other out of clay. The process of 
metamorphosis might take as little as 3 steps or may take 10. Students should 
create with clay each step of the process. You might want to encourage students 
to sketch out this process first so they can methodically think about how the one 
will transition into the other. 
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Expressive Pinch Pot 
 
 
The following activity is redesigned based on an online activity at Incredible Art 
Lessons, Ceramics Handbuilding Lessons, accessed 23 April 2019, 
https://www.incredibleart.org/lessons/high/Vivian-ceramics.htm  
 
Recommended for grades K – 4 
 
Objective:  

• To have students explore the creative and 
expressive qualities of clay  

 
 
Materials: clay or self-hardening clay, plastic 
containers for water, pieces of canvas to work on 
(this keeps the clay from sticking to smooth surfaces) 
 
Vocabulary:  see vocabulary on pages 10 - 13 

• Handbuilding 

• Pinch pot 
 
Procedure:  
Begin this activity by introducing the approach to constructing a basic pinch pot. 
Explain that with simple pinching gestures, one can mold clay into objects such as 
animals or even make a bowl.  While this form of pottery seems really basic, you 
can get a feel for the clay you are working with and you will get to know the limits 
of your clay.  You will see if the clay will bend and mold easily and if it dries fast. 

Demonstrate how to create a basic pinch pot. Begin 
with a ball of clay. Push your thumb into the 
center.  Then pinch up the walls.  
 
 
 
 
Turn the piece as you pinch. This will help you to 

keep an even thickness in the walls of the piece.  
 
 

 
Image is from Incredible Art Lessons,  
Ceramics Handbuilding Lessons,  
<http://www.princetonol.com/groups/iad/ lessons/high/vivian-ceramics.htm#Pinch> 

https://www.incredibleart.org/lessons/high/Vivian-ceramics.htm
http://www.princetonol.com/groups/iad/%20lessons/high/vivian-ceramics.htm#Pinch
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Gently pat the bottom on a flat surface to create a flat spot on the bottom of the 
piece.  
 
To create a form like the one on page 28, you can create 2 pinch pot bowls and join 
them together to create a closed ball. An opening in the top of the ball can be 
created to add the neck of the pinch pot. The neck is created by adding, pinching 
and extending the clay.   
 
Give a demonstration on how to join or attach two pieces of soft clay together to 
make sure that the students’ clay pieces don’t fall apart.  To attach 2 soft pieces of 
clay, one should use a molding tool or butter knife to smooth the joint together. 
You can also add a piece of clay or a coil of clay over the joint and smooth it down. 
You can watch a demonstration on attaching clay on YouTube at this link: 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5iPt-2s_uM 
 
After your demonstration, explain to the students that they are going to create a 
pinch pot sculpture that will express or possess a sense of movement. Students 
should be as creative with their ideas as they can. Students can draw out their ideas 
before they start working with the clay, or they can think about the organic forms 
they are going to make as they are working. 
 
Students may need to use some sort of braces for their pinch pot forms to help 
them hold their shapes. 
 
After the forms are completed, leave them to dry slowly and then bisque fire them 
in a kiln. Works made with self-hardening clay can be just left to dry. Students can 
then glaze or paint their forms. Glazed forms will have to be re-fired in the kiln. 
Exhibit the finished works in your classroom and initiate a discussion about how 
each pinch pot form expresses movement. 
 
 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5iPt-2s_uM
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Collaborative Clay Construction 
 
Recommended for grades 3-12 
Objectives:  

• Students will explore working with clay to build sculptural forms through a 
collaborative art project. 

• Students will explore the expressive qualities of clay by using the clay 
medium to express a sense of motion or movement. 

 
Materials/ equipment: clay or self-hardening clay, modeling tools, pieces of 
canvas to work on (to keep the clay from sticking to surfaces), plastic containers of 
water; optional: pottery wheels, kiln for firing the works. 
 
Vocabulary: refer to the vocabulary 
on pages 10 – 13 

• handbuilding 

• pinch pots 

• coling 

• slab construction 
 
Procedure: 
 
Introduce some common approaches 
or methods of handbuilding to your 
students, including pinching, coiling 
and slab construction. Have some 
examples ready to show the students.  
 
Give a demonstration on how to join 
or attach two pieces of soft clay 
together to make sure that the 
students’ clay pieces don’t fall apart.  
To attach 2 soft pieces of clay, one 
should use a modelling tool or butter 
knife to smooth the joint together. 
You can also add a piece of clay or a 
coil of clay over the joint and smooth 
it down. 
 

Working with handbuilding 
techniques, have students create a 
variety of clay forms and then work in 
groups to assemble or combine their 
forms together to create a 
collaborative sculpture that suggests 
movement in some way.  
 
See what interesting shapes and 
forms can be created from the 
assembled clay parts. This exercise 
will help students understand the 
limitations of clay and enhance their 
understanding of form, building on 
their visual literacy or vocabulary. 
 
This activity can be extended by 
having students throw forms on the 
pottery wheel and then combine 
those thrown forms together through 
handbuilding. 
 
After the assembled sculptures are 
created, display the works in the 
classroom and initiate a discussion 
about how motion or movement is 
represented in the forms created. 
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How to Make a Clay Ocarina 

Grades 7-12  

Make music with your clay! Learn how to build a ceramic ocarina 

Barry Hall • January 4, 2019 •  Sourced from www.ceramicartsnetwork.org  

 

All kinds of musical instruments can be fashioned from clay, with one of the simplest being the clay 

ocarina. If you’ve ever wondered how to make a clay ocarina, you’ve come to the right place. Flutes, 

whistles and ocarinas are known as airduct flutes and they come in many shapes and sizes. Their 

common characteristic is an airduct assembly, which makes it easier for a novice to play, since it removes 

the requirement that a player carefully position their mouth and lips in the precise way necessary to get 

a proper tone. 

The ocarina project we are presenting today makes an ideal ceramics lesson plan for teachers 

incorporating basic handbuilding skills. Or it can be a fun project for those who need a break from their 

regular studio work. Check it out and start making music with clay! – Jennifer Poellot Harnetty, editor. 

 

 How to Make a Clay Ocarina – Tools You’ll Need 

• Metal rib with a serrated edge 

• Sponge and cup of water Countersink – found at hardware stores; used to make nice beveled 

edges on the finger holes 

• Tool with a nice flat blade – for smoothing the clay and shaping the sound hole 

• Popsicle sticks Drill bits or a hole-cutting tool to make the finger holes 

https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/author/barry-hall/
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/author/barry-hall/
http://www.ceramicartsnetwork.org/
http://www.ceramicartsnetwork.org/
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/s3/2013/03/06130252/ocarina-695.jpg
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How to Make a Clay Ocarina 

Before you get started making your clay ocarina, bevel the tips of your popsicle sticks to make them 

effective cutting tools. If you have access to an electric bench sander, you can easily put beveled edges 

on the ends of your sticks. But you can get similar results by rubbing the edge of the stick over a sheet of 

medium grade sandpaper held on a flat surface. 

 

Shape a piece of fresh clay into a smooth ball. A pound of clay will make an ocarina about the size of a 

medium orange. Cut the ball in half through its middle. Pinch the two halves into bowl shapes. Cradle 

the clay in one hand and shape it with the thumb and index finger of the other. Turn the clay in your 

hand frequently and keep the thickness of the wall as even as possible. If the clay begins to dry and 

crack, use your sponge and water to remoisten it. 

https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/daily/pottery-making-techniques/handbuilding-techniques/pinch-pot-technique-fundamental-way-make-beautiful-pitcher/
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/daily/pottery-making-techniques/handbuilding-techniques/pinch-pot-technique-fundamental-way-make-beautiful-pitcher/
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/s3/2013/03/06130252/1.png
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/s3/2013/03/06130252/3.png
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When you have finished the first half, open the other half in the same fashion. Compare the diameters 

of the two pieces as you go. 

When the two halves match up perfectly, fuse them together into one hollow shape. Use the serrated 

rib to rough up the rim of each half and paint on an even coat of water. Allow the clay to soften a bit 

before joining the halves. 

 

Press the halves together. A slight twisting motion will strengthen the bond. Meld the seam with your 

fingers followed by a small, flat spatula-like tool, as shown. Use the fingers of both hands to remove 

surface imperfections. Use a dampened sponge to keep the clay moist and free of cracks. 

https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/daily/pottery-making-techniques/handbuilding-techniques/how-to-make-a-pinch-pot-using-a-pinch-and-paddle-method-to-create-large-pots/
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/daily/pottery-making-techniques/handbuilding-techniques/how-to-make-a-pinch-pot-using-a-pinch-and-paddle-method-to-create-large-pots/
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/daily/pottery-making-techniques/handbuilding-techniques/basic-doesnt-have-to-mean-boring-pretty-organic-forms-from-simple-and-complex-pinch-pots-2/
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/daily/pottery-making-techniques/handbuilding-techniques/basic-doesnt-have-to-mean-boring-pretty-organic-forms-from-simple-and-complex-pinch-pots-2/
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/s3/2013/03/06130252/21.png
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/s3/2013/03/06130252/4.png
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Create a flattened bottom by pressing the hollow form onto the table surface. Set aside the body of the 

ocarina to create the mouthpiece. 

 

The mouthpiece shown below is approximately 1 inch wide, 1 1/2 inches long and 3/4 of an inch thick. 

Notice that the mouthpiece shape has squared sides with a slight taper from back to front. The 

mouthpiece is thick enough to allow for the later insertion of the beveled popsicle stick to create the 

windway. The shape of the mouthpiece can be smoothed after it has been attached to the body. Lay the 

mouthpiece next to the body to determine the best place for attachment. 

https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/s3/2013/03/06130252/5.png
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/s3/2013/03/06130252/6.png
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Use the needle tool to thoroughly score the end of the mouthpiece and the area where the mouthpiece 

will be attached. Brush on a liberal coating of water. Allow the clay in this area to soften. Set the 

mouthpiece and body on the table and press them together. The mouthpiece must be aligned with the 

flat side of the body. 

After the mouthpiece is attached, pick up the body and smooth away the seam. Complete this step 

thoroughly to minimize the risk of cracking later. Carefully insert the popsicle stick into the mouthpiece 

to create the windway. Care must be taken to ensure that the stick passes through the mouthpiece 

parallel to the top and bottom surfaces and squarely with the sides. Slow even pressure is best. 

 

With the stick used to create the windway still in place, use another beveled-edge stick to cut the 

aperture, or window, on the underside of the ocarina. The aperture should be located so that the side 

closest to the mouthpiece is just inside the interior of the wall of the body. If the hole is cut too close to 

the mouthpiece, the aperture will be blocked by the wall. Make a squared opening and remove the 

https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/s3/2013/03/06130252/7.png
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/s3/2013/03/06130252/8.png
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small piece of clay. Cut all the way down to the stick underneath. Make clean, squared cuts on all four 

sides. 

 

Next, with the beveled edge of the stick facing down, make a square cut at a 45° angle, moving toward 

the mouthpiece, as shown in the illustration. Press the stick in until it reaches the other stick. Follow 

through, removing the small piece of clay. Your objective is to create a sharp beveled edge on the side of 

the aperture farthest from the mouthpiece. This sharp edge splits the air from the windway and creates 

the sound. Carefully withdraw the stick from the windway. Bring the ocarina to your lips and give it a 

test blow. If it whistles, you can move on to the next step. If there is no whistle, reinsert the stick in the 

airway and check the sharpness of the bevel. 

 

Withdraw the windway stick, being careful to keep the stick flat. Do not raise or lower it, as this will 

misalign the bevel. Use a drill bit or a hole cutter to create the finger holes on the top of the ocarina. Use 

the countersink tool to smooth the edges of the holes. It is most common to create 4-6 holes, but you 

https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/s3/2013/03/06130252/9.png
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/s3/2013/03/06130252/10.png
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may do as you like. Depending on the precision of your mouthpiece assembly, at some point as you add 

more holes, your ocarina may stop sounding. If this happens, either adjust your windway and bevel until 

it works again, or fill in your last finger hole and declare success! If you want to tune your ocarina to a 

specific scale, cut and tune one hole at a time. Enlarging a hole raises its pitch, so start small and enlarge 

each hole until you achieve the pitch you want. 

 

You can fire and finish your ocarina in almost any way imaginable. If you elect to glaze it, be careful not 

to get any glaze in the windway, which will clog it. It is also advisable not to glaze the beveled edge of 

the aperture. Very slight changes to your mouthpiece assembly can alter the ocarina’s sound, or make it 

stop working altogether. 

This project makes a great lesson plan for K-12 teachers as it combines not only visual art and music, but 

also history. Ancient examples of these instruments have been found in China, India and throughout the 

Americas, and the pre-Columbian inhabitants of America created some of the most complex and 

acoustically advanced instruments known to this day. In addition to the how-to instruction it 

presents, From Mud to Music is also loaded with information on the history of these instruments. 

 

https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/shop/from-mud-to-music/
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/shop/from-mud-to-music/
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/s3/2013/03/06130252/11.png
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(800) 374-1600
amaco.com

Constructyour

Co�unity
Lesson Plan #68
Level:  K-12
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• Utilizing inquiring methods of observation, research, and 
experimentation to explore unfamiliar subjects through art-
making.

• Apply visual organizational strategies to design and produce 
a work of art, design, or media that clearly communicates 
information or ideas. 

• Understanding the various forms institutions take, their 
functions, their relationships to one another and how they 
change over time.

• Understanding the relationships among the various eco-
nomic institutions that comprise economic systems such as 
households, businesses, banks, etc.

• AMACO® Low Fire (Cone 05)  
25m White Art Clay (45015Y)

• AMACO® Velvet Underglazes
• AMACO® Low Fire (Cone 05) 

Glaze: LG-10 Clear Transparent  
(Pint 39143R, Gallon 39173Y)

• Scoring Tool (11199R)
• Fettling Knife (11192N)
• Rib (11255B)

• Students will brainstorm and research the institutions and 
buildings needed to have a successful town.

• Students will learn ceramic techniques while referring to  
architectural norms for each building.

• Students will learn to use templates and slab style building 
techniques.

• Rolling Pin (11195L)
• Sponge
• Sketchbook
• Scissors
• Water
• Brushes
• Optional: Accuangle 

(11297V)

Towns and cities take a lot of planning and go through changes
based on the economy and social trends. Imagine starting a
whole new town – what kinds of buildings would you need? A
grocery store, perhaps? Well, then you'll need a bank, too. A
school? Better have a library in that case! Have your students
brainstorm and write a list of things your new town may 
need. When the buildings are complete, your class will have 
its own town to set up in the classroom or outside to 

photograph all while learning how towns are developed 
from start to finish!

LE�ON GOALS & OBJECTIVES

CONSTRUCTING A COUNITY LE�ON PLAN

VISUAL ART STANDARDS

T	LS & MATERIALS

ROME  
WASN'T 

BUILT 
IN A DAY
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2. Research & Sketch:  Once the list is �nished, either assign 
each student one building to create or break the students into 
small groups to work as a team. They should research what kind 
of building they’ve been assigned – what do they usually look 
like? Are they usually brick? Do they have columns or a steeple? 
Using this information, they should draw a picture of what they 
want their building to look like.

3. Templates:  Using the drawing as reference, have your stu-
dents �nd all of the simple shapes that comprise the building 
and have them make templates with paper and scissors. These 
will act almost like stencils for cutting out puzzle pieces that cre-
ate a building, so be sure to have the students keep their tem-
plates labeled and organized!

4. Slab:  Using a rolling pin or slab roller, create slabs for your 
students that they will use to cut out their template pieces. Let 
these slabs sti�en a bit before using for easier construction. 

5. Form Base:   To create a base for your building, pat out a hill 
or something similar. The example base was constructed solid 
with the intention of hollowing it out from beneath after it has 
set up a bit.

6. Cut Out Pieces: Once slabs have sti�ened properly, students 
should cut out the parts using the templates they made. For ease 
of assembly, bevel edges of the pieces so they �t together at an 
angle rather than edge-to-edge. (Accuangle makes this easier.)

1. Brainstorm:  As a group, have your students come up with 
a list of buildings that towns always have! These can be as big as 
government buildings and malls to houses and �ower shops, de-
pending on what kind of town your class is interested in creating.

STEPS
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7. Slip, Score, & Assemble:  The students should carefully slip 
and score their pieces and join them together – be sure that they 
properly compress their work so it does not crack while drying 
or �ring!

8. Adding Details:  Using pinching, coils, sprig, carving, and 
other techniques, the students can add details and decorations 
to their pieces. This can be anything from windows and doors to 
bushes and signs! These extra details will help bring their unique 
town to life!

9. Underglaze:  As the pieces dry out, have your students pick 
out di�erent underglaze colors they wish to use to decorate their 
buildings. Since the work is still green, it is important to handle it 
with care. This is a great way to decorate because methods like 
mishima and sgra�tto can still be used. 

10. Bisque Fire:  Once the pieces are completed, allow them 
to become bone dry, and then bisque �re them to cone 04. Return 
them to your students for glazing if they wish to include glossy 
surfaces. Re�re the glazed buildings to cone 05.

11. Build That Town!  When your town is all �red, it is ready to 
be set up in the classroom or outside for pictures! Let your students 
share their buildings and what they learned with their peers as part 
of the experience. If the students worked in groups, have them 
work together to �gure out a good place to keep the buildings. If 
they made their own, allow them to take the buildings home!
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Capturing Motion in Clay 
 
 
Recommended for grades 3 - 8 
 
Objectives:  

• Students will explore the concept of motion through body gestures and interpret 
these gestures in clay. 

 
Materials: clay or modelling clay (plasticine), pieces of canvas to work on (to keep the clay 
from sticking to surfaces) 
 
Procedure: 
Start off this activity by leading the students through some movement exercises. 
Students will use their bodies to express an emotion or an idea. Have the students 
spread out to have room to move in. Say a word and then the students will respond to 
that word with their body gestures. Use words that imply or are associated with motion 
to encourage the students to respond to the idea of movement, such as: 

• moving freely, flowing, roaming, shifting, stirring, transforming, expanding, 
climbing, crawling, propelling, running, withdrawing, wandering, frolicking 

 
Once the students have explored these movement exercises, have them work in pairs, 
with one student moving with various body gestures and the other capturing the body 
gestures through drawing or sculpting with clay. You might want to encourage the 
students’ movements through giving them a word to respond to and then having them 
freeze frame. Give the students who are making body gestures some time to explore 
their movements then say “freeze frame!” to have them hold their pose, while the other 
student draws on paper or directly sculpts the gesture in clay. The student drawing or 
working in clay will have to work quickly to capture the gesture of the other student, 
molding the clay through pinching and squeezing it. Alternatively, students’ poses can 
be photographed to have a photographic reference to work from to create their 
representations of movement. 
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Balance 
 
 
*The following activity is designed by artist Jody Greenman-
Barber. 
Recommended for grades 4 - 8 
Objectives: 

• Students will explore the possibilities and limitations 
of the clay medium. 

• Students will strive to achieve balance through 
constructing a tall clay vessel. 

 
Materials:  clay or self-hardening clay, clay modelling tools, 
pieces of canvas to work on (to keep the clay from sticking 
to smooth surfaces), plastic containers of water; optional: 
kiln to fire clay works 
 
Concept: 
In pushing the clay material, how far can you go before the 
weight and the plasticity of the clay starts to make the form fall or collapse? Can you 
achieve a balance to keep it from falling?   A 3-dimensional work should have both 
physical and visual balance.   
 
Procedure: 
 
●Separate the students in groups of two to three. Explain that the aim of the group is to 
construct the tallest, skinniest vessel (meaning it must be hollow—not solid forms) with 
a limited amount of clay.  Each group should get the same amount of clay.  This exercise 
helps in understanding the material, and its limitations.  This would be great to do in a 20-
30 minute sitting.  The same assignment could be given to the students to work on 
individually, but have a one week period.   (Hint:  If students allow for the clay to slowly 
set up (become leather hard) before adding more layers, this will help keep it strong, and 
from collapsing).  This is a great exercise in being patient.   It would also be great to discuss 
the process and discoveries made along the way in developing technique and 
understanding of material.  
 
●If you have access to a lot of clay that can be recycled afterwards, have the students 
work in two teams and construct a gigantic tower.   Make a game out of it or competition. 
See how tall they can make it. 

 
Jody Greenman-Barber, Untitled 
clay, glaze cone 10 reduction, 
2005 
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The Vessel Form* 

 
 
*The following exercises are designed by artist Jody 
Greenman-Barber. 
 
Recommended for grades 4 - 12 
 
Objective: Students will: 

• Explore the components that make up a vessel 
form, including the body, lip, foot, neck and 
shoulders, and how these components relate 
to our own bodies. 

• Realize the expressive potential inherent in 
clay vessel forms. 

 
Vocabulary: 

• Vessel – see page 13 
 
Concept: 
The subject of the vessel is “loaded” with history and has been over the years debated 
around in how we think about ceramics in function/non-function, sculpturally, identity, 
concept, material, etc.  The vessel is one way of defining what it means to be ceramic.  
Things to think about when contemplating the vessel includes: form, function, space, 
mass, volume, interior / exterior, body, lip, foot, neck, hips, shoulder, etc.    
 
Materials/ equipment: clay or self-hardening clay, clay modelling tools, pencils, paper or 
sketchbooks, pieces of canvas to work on (to keep the clay from sticking to smooth 
surfaces), plastic containers of water; optional: kiln to fire clay works 
 
Exercises: 
●Sketchbook Exercise: Fill five pages of a sketchbook with shapes, and shapes and more 
shapes.  Look at objects, toys, tools, architecture, nature and pull out shapes and sketch.  
From all your sketches, choose a shape/form and construct a vessel from this. 
 
●”Family of Bottles”-Make your family out of bottle forms. Think about the relationship 
between the lip, neck, body, foot, etc and create forms that express the individual 
characteristics of your family members, including yourself.  Each bottle form should have 
its own unique expression. 
 

 
 
Jody Greenman-Barber, “Solitaire”, stoneware engobe 
oxide cone 10 reduction, 2007. 

Lip 
 

Neck 
Body 

Foot 
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●Artistically Inspired: This activity could involve some research for individual students.  
Select and research a 20th century art historical movement and create a vessel which is 
inspired by the art of that movement. The resulting clay vessels can be painted after being 
fired to reflect the chose n art movement. 
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Background Information 
 
List of Works 
 
All works by Barbara Goretzky  

1. Blooming, Linocut and paper, 17” x 21”, 2017 
2. Double Ender, Linocut and paper, 17” x 21”, 2017 
3. G-Dog, Clay and glazes, 10” x 8” x 3”, 2016 
4. Scratch, Clay and glazes, 14” x 12” x 3”, 2016 
5. Hoot, Clay and glazes, 10” x 8” x 3”, 2016 
6. Load, Linocut and paper, 21” x 17”, 2017 
7. Push, Linocut and paper, 17” x 21”, 2017 
8. Digger, Clay and glazes, 12” x 18” x 4”, 2016 
9. Bobcat, Clay and glazes, 12” x 16” x 4”, 2016 
10. Tree Mover, Clay and glazes, 13” x 16” x 4”, 2016 
11. Growth, Linocut and paper, 17” x 21”, 2017 
12. Rising, Linocut and paper, 21” x 17”, 2017 
13. The Re-Truck, Linocut and paper, 17” x 21”, 2017 
14. Shovel, Linocut and paper, 17” x 21”, 2017 
15. Rollin, Linocut and paper, 21” x 17”, 2017 
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Tour Schedule 
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Organization of Saskatchewan Arts Councils  
 
 
The touring exhibition, Diggers by Barbara Goretzky is toured through OSAC’s Arts on 
the Move Program. 
 
The Organization of Saskatchewan Arts Councils (OSAC) is a provincial arts organization 
founded in 1968 by a group of volunteers representing eight arts councils from across the 
province.  Since its inception, OSAC has grown and currently has 48 volunteer run arts 
councils and over 100 school centres. OSAC's vision is to be a vital and identifiable arts 
organization, with a purpose to make the visual arts and performing arts relevant to the 
personal and community lives of Saskatchewan people.  
 
OSAC coordinates three Performing Arts Programs resulting in more than 250 concerts on 
an annual basis.  Stars for Saskatchewan is an adult community concert series, Koncerts 
for Kids is a series of performances geared to family audiences and Junior Concerts 
features professional performing artists in entertaining educational school concerts. 
 
Saskatchewan Showcase of the Arts, OSAC's annual conference, features visual art 
exhibitions, performances, workshops, annual general meeting, display hall and much 
more. 
 

Visual & Media Arts Program 
The Organization of Saskatchewan Arts Councils’ (OSAC) Visual Arts Program offers a 
number of opportunities and services to audiences and artists throughout the province.  
Our aim is to develop an awareness and appreciation for visual and media arts in the 
province of Saskatchewan, and to assist in the creative and professional development of 
Saskatchewan visual artists.   
 
Since 1975, OSAC’s Saskatchewan...Arts on the Move program has provided communities 
throughout the province with visual and media arts exhibitions & screenings. Each 
exhibition is accompanied by education materials that compliment the Saskatchewan 
Education Arts Curriculum, offering arts councils, gallery staff and teacher’s strategies and 
means of engaging youth and audiences with the touring exhibitions.  The program 
annually tours 15 exhibitions of visual and media arts to over 50 arts council communities. 
 
The Local Adjudications program, partially funded by OSAC and organized by arts councils, 
provides an opportunity for artists to participate in an exhibition, attend professional 
development workshops, have their work critiqued by an adjudicator, and network with 
their colleagues. Artists, who are noted to be accomplished emerging artists at the 
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adjudication by the adjudicator/s, will be invited to submit exhibition proposals to OSAC 
to be considered for a touring exhibition.   
 
The Visual Arts Program Grants offer arts councils funding for adjudications, classes, 
workshops, professional development seminars, exhibition extension activities in 
response to touring exhibitions and exhibition tour guide training. 
 
 

For further information about our programs: 
visit our website www.osac.ca email us info@osac.ca or call us at (306) 586 1252 

Our office is located at 1102 – 8th Avenue, Regina, SK  S4R 1C9 
                                                                   
                                                                  Funded by: 

 
 
                                             
 
  
 

1102 – 8th Avenue, Regina, SK  S4R 1C9 
(306) 586-1252 
www.osac.ca 

 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.osac.ca/
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/Reh.html
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/f/form.html
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